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§0. Introduction 
Recursive functions of ordinals were invented by Takeuti [ 1 ] and 
subsequently specialized by Kripke [21 and Platek [3] to ~l admissible 
initial segments of the ordinals, and by Kreisel and Sacks [41 to the re- 
cursive ordinals. Takeuti's principal result was: i f f  is recursive and/3 is 
an infinite ordinal, then 
cardinality ffl <_ cardinality/3. 
The above inequality follows from a downward Skolem-LtSwenheim 
argument similar to the one originated by Gbdel [5] in order to show 
the axiom of constructibilily implies the generalized co~tinum hypoth- 
esis. Takeuti's argument succeeds because the graph of a recursive func- 
tion is v,Y, l : his inequality fails dramatically i f f  is replaced by the 2; 2 
function that enumerates the constructible cardinals in increasing order. 
Thus right from the start, the generalization f recursior theory from 
the integers to the ordinals was concomitant with the model theoretic 
properties of the constructible sets. 
In this paper the Friedberg-Muchnik solution of Post's problem is 
* The preparation of this paper was partially supported by NSF GP29079. 
I Bro~'se in (rather than read) the monumental survey of generalized recursion theory by 
Kreis¢l S! in order to ~asp the ontological questions ignored here. 
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lifted from ~ to a, where a is any Z 1 admissible ordinal, with the help 
of some downward Skolem-L6wenheim arguments. 
Let L a be the set o f  all sets constructible via ordinals less than a. a is 
Z l admissible if L~ satisfies the Xl replacement axiom schema of  ZF. 
A partial function f :  a --'r" a is a-recursive if its graph has a X I definition 
over La (with parameters in L~). A set A is a-recursively enumerable if 
it is the range of  a partial a-recursive flmction. Theorem 4. l furnishes 
two a-recursively enumerable sets such that neither is t~-recursive in the 
other. 
It is hoped that the proof of 4. l reifies the a-finite injury method. 
(An abstract account of  the method would bt ~ premature, hence abortive, 
at this time.) A set H is t~-finite if H c a and H E L¢,. a-finite sets inter- 
act with a-recursive functions, when a is ~ 1 admissible, in much the 
same way finite sets interact with recursive functions, but not for the 
same reasons. The a-finite injury method specializes, when a = ~,  to 
the finite injury (or priority) method of  Friedberg and Muchnik. They 
reasoned along the following lines. 
A recursively enumerable set A is sought which will satisfy a ,'cc::rsi- 
vely enumer;,.ble s quence {R m I m < w} of  requirements. Eactl ~,n is a 
recursively enumerable sequence of neighborhood conditions, i.,:. pairs 
<H, K> of disjoint finite subsets of  w. A is said to satisfy R m if ti'lere is 
an (H, K)  ~ R m such ~hat H c A and K c w-,4. All difficulties arise 
from the possibility of conflict between requirements. Suppose ¢~t stage 
s of the enumeration of A, it is the case that <tt,  K )  E R m and no mem- 
ber of K is yet in A, and that consequently all of  H is added to A with 
the intent of satisfying R m . It can happen that at some later stage r, 
<H*, K*) ~ R n and no member of  K* is yet in A, In that e~ent it is 
tempting to add all of  H* to A at stage t so as to satisfy R n . But suppose 
H* n K is noaempty. Then the addition of  H* to A will injure wLat was 
done at stage s to satisfy R m . The situation is summarized by saying R m 
and R n conflict at stage t. 
Friedberg and Muchnik resolved the conflict in favor of  R m if m < n, 
mid in favor of R n otherwise. In other words they assigned higher prior- 
ity to the requirement with lesser subscript (or index): if m < n, then 
H* is not added toA at stage t; i fm > n, then H* is added and R m is 
injured in order to satisfy R n . The princkpal Fr iedberg-Muchnik lemma 
states: the number of  stages at which R m is injured is less t!~an 2 m . ~ 
2 For a more detailed account of the finite injury priority method ~e Lachlan !91 or Sacks | t0, 
p. 431. 
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It is proved by induction on m: It implies that R,n can be satisfied if 
there are infinitely many stages at which fresh opportunities to satisfy 
R m present hemselves. 
No difficulty arises when lifting the above argument to ~ if L~ satis- 
fies the Z 2 replace:nent axiom schema of ZF. Recursive and finite are 
lifted to e-recursive and a-finite, and the proof of the Friedberg-Much- 
nik lemma remains valid, largely because the lkmction 
f6 = first stage after which Rs is not injured 
is ~2.3 If L,~ does not satisfy ~2 replacement, then the Friedberg- 
Muchnik reasoning can fail totally. Stillwell [ 1 ! 1 conjectured that 
some modification of the finite injury argument would show that the 
ordertype of the set of stages at which R~ is injured is less than 2 ~ , 
where 2 ~ denotes ordinal exponentiation. But R. Shore found a coun- 
terexample that created a vacuum into which the present paper rushed. 
The details of the a-finite injury method for a given a depend on the 
I substructures of La. L¢ is a Nl substructure of L,~ if 13 <- a and each 
NI sentence (in the language of ZF with parameters from La) is true in 
L~ if and only if it is true in L~" in symbols, Lo -< l L~. Let 
S~={t31,3<a&L~'<l  L,~} . 
The ordertype of S,~ determines the outcome of the method when ap- 
plied to a. 
Section 1 reviews a-recursion theory and draws attention to those 
parameters that occur in the 2;1 definitions of certain key a-recursive 
functions. Such parameters are important ingredients of E l substructure 
arguments. Section 2 develops the model theoretic properties of La 
needed in Sections 4 and 5. Section 3 touches on some intuitive aspects 
of the ~-finite injury method, and Sections 4 and 5 apply the method to 
Post's problem. Section 6 adds a notion related to forcing to obtain the 
strongest possible it:comparability. And Section 7 discusses further e- 
suits and open questions. 
3 Similarly no difficully arises when lifting the infinite injury method ([ 10, p. 86] ) to a ff L~ 
gatist'ies the Z 3 tcplaccmeni axiom schema of ZF. 
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§ 1. a-recursion 
The details missing from what follows can be extracted from [4, 1 2, 
131. 
The set theoretic definition of  0t-recursive given in section 0 must be 
rephrased in terms of computations before familiar recursion theoretic 
ideas can be applied. The Kleene-Kripke quation calculus for a inclu- 
des numerals that name the ordinals less than a, substitution rules, and 
an infinitary rule needed to evaluate supremums as in the definition of 
addition of  ordinals by transfinite induction. Sff is the set of  all equa- 
tions computable from E (a finite initial set of equations) in less than o 
steps. An important convention requires that every ordinal mentioned 
in SEa be less than a. The natural enumeratio a of S~ is 2; l over La. It 
follows that a is 2; I admissible (as defined in section 0) if and only if 
E ._ E S~+ l - S~, for all E. In addition a partial funct ion. fc  o × a is ,-~-rcc,lrsive 
if and only if there is an E such that 
for all % 5 < a. 
From now on a is Z,  admissible. A subset of a is a-recm-sive if its 
representing function ;s a-recursive. A set is a-finite if it is ,*-recursive 
and bourded by some ordinal less than ~. I f f  is partial a-recursive and 
defined on an a-finite K, then f [K]  is a-finite. 
There exists an a-recursive fimction k(3,, r/) such that 
(i) if k("i, ~1) = 0, then "~ < rt; 
- (ii) i fK  is a-finite, tlaen K = {3,1k(% 77) = 0} for just one r /< a: 
(iii) the E that defines k mentions no infinite ordinals. (Thus the 
same E works for every a.) 
If K = {3,1k(% r/) = 0}, then r/is said to be the cano~,~ical index of K, 
in symbols K = K,~. A property of  a-finite sets is u-recursive if the equi- 
valent property of canonical indices is a-recursive. 
If an equation can be computed from E in less than a steps, then it 
owes its existence to some a-finite, wellfounded tree called a comput:t- 
tion. The set of all computations i  a-recu~ively enumerab|e, so there 
exists a simultaneous enumeration of all a-recursively enumerable sets. 
To be more precise, there is an a-recursive function r(o, e) ~uch that 
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(iv) K~o,o c K~r,¢) i fa  _%" r; 
(v) i fB  is recursively enumerable, then B = O {K,(~,e)l a < ~} for 
some e < a; 
(vi) the E that defines r mentions no infinite ordinals. 
Let R~ = Kr(~,,¢ ) and R~ = O {R~I a < e}. Then {R~ I e < a} is a stan- 
dard enumeration of  the a-recursively enumcrable sets. Similarly there 
is a standard enumeration {{e}l e < e} of the partial ~-recursive func- 
tions. There is no harm in blurring the difference between ordina!~ and 
ordered n-tuples (61 ..... 6 n ) of  ordinals. With that in mind let C ~ a 
and define [el oc(~ ,) = 6 by 
(Ep)(E~)[(qt, 6, O, ~)~ R~, & K o c C& K n c ~-C] .  
A usefid convention is: the computat ion of [el oc(~ ') = 8 mentions no 
ordinal ~ a. A partial function f c ~ × ~ is weakly a-recursive in C 
( f  g-w,~ (3 if there is an e < o~ such that for all "),, 8 < o~, 
¢'(v) = 8 81 .  
It is possible for [e] oc(~) mad [el rc(~/) to differ in value; if no such 
difference occurs and [el c(34 is defined for some c~, then [el c (? )  is 
defined. Thus f-<-w~ C if and cmly if f=  [el c for some e. B <-w~ C if 
the representing function of B is weakly e-recursive in C. Driscoll [ 14] 
showed ~,,,,~ is not transitive or, the ~-recursively enumerable sets for 
many ~'s. Tile notion of  "e-recursive in" (<_~) is transitive. A <_~ B if 
there exists a partial e-recursive function ¢ such that: 
. I t  A *-. (Ett)(EK)[¢(J ,  H, K)= O & H c B & K c e -B]  
J c~-A~(EH) (EK) [¢ ( J ,H  K)= 1 &H c B & K c e -B I ,  
for all 0~-finite J; H and K are a-finite set variables. A and B have the 
same cx-degree if each is a-recursive in the other. 
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§2. a-stability 
Again a is Zl  admissible. The projectum o fa ,  denoted by a*, is the 
least/3 such that # is the supremum of the range of  some one-one (into) 
e-recursive function, Clearly a* ~ a. 
Proposition 2, I. I f  ~ < a* m~d B is an a-recursively enumerabh, subset 
o f  rl, then B is a-finite. 
Proof. Let fbe  a partial a-recursive function whose domain is an initial 
segment of a and which recursively enumerates ~ without repetitions. 
Since rl < a*, the domain of)" must be bounder ~,by an ordinal less than 
a. Consequently the range o f f  is u-finite. 
Suppose/3 < a. B is an a-cardinal if there is ao a-finitc one-to-one cor- 
respondence between/3 and any 3' < [3. An a-cardinal t3 is regular if there 
is no u- f in i te / :  3' ~ [3 such that 3' < t3 and t3 = U {/81 5 < 3'}. The a-car- 
dinality of  ~ is denoted by a-card 5. 
Proposition 2.2. (1 ) . / fa*  < a, then e* is the largest e-eardinet, 
(2). 1fan a-cardinal is ~:ot regular, then it is the limit o f  regular a- 
cardinals. 
Lemma 2.3. Suppose [3 is an infinite regular a-cardinaL v < 13 and 
{ I o I p < v } is a sequence o]'simultaneously a-recttrsively enumerable 
sets. l f  lbr  each p < v. I o is a-lbtite a ,d  u-card lp < t3, then U {I o I O < v } 
is a-finite and ~-card U { 1 o I p < v } < 13. 
Proof. Let fbe  a partial a-recursive function whose domain is 3' ~ a and 
which enumerates U {lp I p < v } without repetitions. Suppose tbr the sake 
of a reductio ad absurdum that "t' >-/J. Then f[t3] is an o~-finite subset of 
U {Ip i p < v}. Thus 
= u {Jo t p < 
where {Jo I p < v} is an a-finite sequence of a-finite sets such that 
Jp c Ip for all P < v. Clearly a-card Jp < [3, since a-card ip < [3 and Jp is 
a-finite. The regularity of/3 implies 
2, eestability 
a-card u x {o} I o < v} < t3. 
On the other hand f is one-one, so a-card U {Jot p < ~} = ~, 
3,19 
Let ~,~ be the set of all equations in the equation calculus for t3 as 
sketched in section 1. Assume 3' > fl ~ w. b~ is said te be 3'-st~,ble if
S~' = S~" n da for all finite E c 6 ~. (Neither 3' nor/3 are assumed to be Z l 
admissible.) It is readily verified that ~ is 3"-stable if alld only if La-< 1 L, 
(cf. Section 0) and/3 < 7. 
Jensen and Kripke have refined Gbdel's downward Skolem argument 
in L to show: every a-cardinal > w is a-stable; a = a* > w if and only if 
a is the limit of a-stable cardinals. The next lemma is the only instance 
of the above two f~cts needed in this paper. 
Lemma 2 .4 . / fa*  = a > ¢o and there is a largest a-cardinal, then ~ is the 
limit o f  a-stable ordinals. 
Proof. Let ~ be tile largest a-cardinal, and assume ~ > ~ > ~ with the 
intent of locating some a-stable/3 >- 3'. Define H to be the set of ordinals 
of  tile form f(Tl .... ,7n ), where: n < 6o; 3"I, ..., 7n < 3'; and f is a partial 
a-recursive function whose defining set E of equations mentions no in- 
finite ordinals. (H is the X l Skolem hull of 3' in La .) Fix o ~ H to see 
that H is an initial segment o fa .  Each member of H has a Z 1 definition 
with parameters < 3'. Let p be the least canonical index 8 (cf. Section 1) 
such that K~ is an a-finite function from ~ onto a. Then p .~ H. It fol- 
lows that the partial a-recursive function K o can be defined without 
mentioning any ordinals >- 3', and so Kp [ ~ ] c H. 
Thus H equals some/3 <- a. ~3 < a because o~* = a and H can be map- 
ped by a one-one partial a-recursive function into the ~x-finite set of all 
finite sequences of ordinals less than 3'. 
Fix E c 6 p and z ~ S ff n 6~ to see that ~ is a-stable, z is the last line 
of some cx-finite computation whose roots are in E. Let g be an a-recur- 
sive function that enumerates (the G6del numbers of) all a-finite com- 
putations of  z from E, Choose g, as in clause (vi) of Section 1, so that the 
only ordinals occurring in the definition o fg  are those in z. Every such 
ordinal is less than/3, and so g can be defined without mentioning any 
ordinals >- 3'. Hence gO < 3 a.~d z ~ Sff. 
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§ 3. Towards Post's problem 
Assume a is ~; 1 admissible. Two a-recursively enumerable sets A and 
B, and witness funct ions /and  ~,, are sought such that for each e < a 
(i) fe~A ~ (Eo) ( [e l~( fe)  = 1): 
( i i )gee  B ~-~ (Ea)([e]~(ge) 1). 
If A and B meet the eth instance of requirement (i), denoted by re, 
then fe is a w~itness to the fact that A is not weakly a-recursive in B via 
G6del numbe~ e, as defined in section I. Conflicts are inevitable because 
requirement ]e (respectively ge) is met by addingfe to A (respectively 
ge to B) and excluding some a-finite set from B (respectively A ) in order 
to preserve the value of  [e] ~ (respectively [el A ). They are resolved by 
O 
appealing to priorities: it is permitted to add fe to A - even if it means 
injuring requirement g6 which at some earlier ~tage xcluded fe  from 
A - when/e  has higher priority than g& The obvious wellordering of  
priorities](} < gO < f l  < gl '< ... (]0 has highest priority, gO next highest 
etc.) fails i ra* < a, but the remedy is simple eaough. Let t : a -~ a* be 
a one-one a-recursive function. Then say fe  ha~ higher priority tilan g5 
if te <- tS. Thus when a* < ¢t the wellordering of priorities has order 
type less than a. All goes well, as will be seen in section 4, largely be- 
cause of  Lemmas 2.2 and 2.3. ( I ra*  = 60, the combinatorics of  Fried- 
berg suffice.) 
If a* = a and the ~t  i/3116 < a & t5 is a-stable} has order type a, then 
tim.obvious weUordering of priorities ucceeds - thanks again to 2.2 
and 2.3. 
The most interesting case is when or* = a and the set of  a-stable ordi- 
nals has order type less than a. In that event the predicate "re has higher 
priority than gS" is not a-recursive, and it becomes necessary to guess 
at what the priorities are. Thus in addition to the expected convergence 
problems associated with the finite injury method, namely the limits (if 
any) of  [e]~ and [e]~ n as o increases towards a, there are convergence 
problems associated with the transfinite sequences of  guesses o f  priorities. 
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§ 4. When c~* < 
The following theorem is now proved under the assumption o~* < a. 
Theorem 4.1. There exist a-recursh,ely enumerable sets A and B such 
that neither is weakly a-recursh, e in the other. 
e C a*  • LetCcaanddef ine{  }o fo reache< asfoIIows. F ix t  a - *a*  
so that t is one-one and a-recursive. If t - l  e is undefined via computa- 
tions whose G6del numbers are less than o, then so is {e}o c. If t - le  is 
so defined, then {e}o c is [t "I el o c (as defined in section I), Define {e} c
similarly. 
¢x-recursive functions A ° , B a , f(cr, e) and g(o, e) (~ < a, e < a*)  are 
defined by recursion on o < ~. {A a I o < a} and {B a t o < a} will be non- 
decreasing sequences of 0t-finite sets. A will be U {A a I o < a} and B 
will be U {B ~ I e < ~}. 
For each e < a* ; f (o ,  e) and g(o, e) will be nondecreasing functions 
of or. It will turn out that .& = lim f (o ,  e) and ge = lira g(o, e) exist and 
O a 
are less than ~, and that: 
fe CA ~-~ (Ea)({e}o B (y~)= 1) ; 
ge ~ B ~ (Ea)((e) A (ge) = 1). 
Stage a of the construction is ushered in by setting A <° = 13 {A" I Z < a}, 
B < a = U {Brl r < e}, f (<  a, e) = the least member of  Ze (defined below) 
~> every member of{ f(T, e)lr  < a}, and g(< a, e) similarly. 
The witness functions f (a ,  e) and g(o, e) must satisfy the following 
proviso (WFP): 
(e ) (e ' ) (o ) (z ) te  ~ e' -~ f(o, e) */'(r, e ' ) ]  , 
and similarly forg. So let {Z~ 1 e < a*} be an a-recursive sequence of 
disjoint, closed, unbounded a-recursive subsets of e, and insist f(o,  e), 
g(o, e) ~ Z~. 
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Case 0. o = (or*./.t) + 2e for some ta < 0t and e < a*. Set B a = B <° , 
and f(o,  e') =f (< o, e') for all e' < =*. l f f (o ,  e) ~ ,4 <0 and 
{e}~ (/'(o, e ) )= l ,  
then set 
.4 ° = .4 <° u {f (o ,  e)} 
g(o ,e ' )  =g(<O,e ' )  for e '<e,  
and choose g(o, e') (e <- e' < a*} so thatg(o ,  e') > o +g(< o, e') and the 
witness function proviso (WFP) ~'or g is met  Computations are preserved 
by increasing the witness function. Thus if e "-~ e' and r >- o, then 
g(r, e') >- o and the addition ofg( r ,  e') ;o B cannot injure the computa- 
tion of {e}~ ( f (o ,  e)) - -  1, since that computation depends only on 
B ° no.  Otherwise set A ° = A <o and g(g, e') = ~< o, e') for all e' < t~. 
Case 1. o = (a*.  ~t) + 2e + I for some/a < ~ and e < a*. Set A ° = A <o 
and g(o, e') =g(< o, e') for all e' < a*. l fg(o, e) ~ B <° and 
{e}o A° Cg(o, e))= l ,  
then set 
B ° = B <° u {g(o, e)} 
f (o ,e~)=f (<o.e  ') for e '<_e ,  
and choose f(o,  e') (e < e' < ~*) so that f (o,  e') > o +/ (< o. e') and tile 
witness fimction proviso fo r f  is met. Otherwise set B ° = B <~' and 
f (o ,  e') =f(< o, e') for all e' < ~ *. 
That concludes tage o. Define 
12e = {ol o = (a*-/~) + 2e &A ° ~ A <°} 
I~+1 = {o l  o = (or* ' /a)  + 2e + 1 & B ° ~: B"'"} . 
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The next lemma corresponds to Friedberg's res m that card I n <- 
when a = 6o. 
Lemma 4,2. l f  v < [3 and ~ is an infinite regular a-cardinal, then I~ is a- 
f inite and its a-eardinality is less than ~. 
Proof. By induction on v. Fix v and assume for each p < v ttmt lp is a- 
finite and its cx-cardinality is less than/3. By 2,3, O {la I p < v} is a-finite 
and its a-cardinality is less than ~. Consequently its ordertype isless 
than ~. The construction o f f (o ,  e) and g(cr, e) guarantees that any two 
distinct members of Ip are separated by some member of O {I v Iv < p} ; 
e.g. i fp  = 2e', r < a and r, a ~ I o , then,f(r,  e') <f (o ,  e') and there is an 
e < e' and a ~/such that r < ~' < o, 
f ( r ,  e') < ,f(~/, e') <- f (a ,  e ' ) ,  
7 = (a*. V) + 2e + 1 and 3' E I2~+1 - The interlacing oft~, and U {I, lv< 9} 
implies the ordertype of I o is less than ft. Since lp is bounded and recur- 
sively enumerated in increasing order, it must be a-finite, and so its a- 
cardinality nmst be less than/3. 
Lemma 4.3. For each v < a*, O {I o 1 p < v} is a-finite. 
Preof. By ".,.,, " a* is either a regular a-cardinal or the limit of regular a- 
cardinals. Choose an infinite regular a-cardinal 18 <- a* so that u </3. 
Then apply 4.2 and 2.3. 
Clearly f (<  o, e} = f (a,  e) whenever o ~ O {I v I v < 2e}. So by 4.3 
/e = lira f(o, e) < a .  
tl 
Tile same holds forge = lira g(a, e). 
O 
Lemma 4,4, For each e < a*: 
fee  A (re) = 1) ; 
ge e A (ge) = 1). 
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Proof. Suppose fe ~ A.  Let o be the first stage such that fe E A o Then 
o ~ I2e and fe = f (r ,  e) for all r >- o. Also 
(.'e)= 1. 
Suppose for a reducio ad absurdum it is not the case that {e}~ (re) = 1. 
Br T' Then for some r > o, it is not the case that {e} r (re) = 1 ; let be the 
least such r. Then r' ~ 12e'+ l for some e' > e, Siace f (o ,  e) = re. At stage r', 
g(r', ~') is added to B <r and g(r', e') < o, since (by convention) the 
computation of  {e}~ (re) mentions no ordinal >- o. But g(r',  e') >- o 
by definition of  g, since e < e' and r' > o. 
Now suppose (Eo)({e}o B (fe) = 1). Choose r large enough so that 
(re)= 1 
and f(.o, e) =re for all o >- r. Then for some o >- r, ~itherfe ~ A <° or 
case 0 applies andre ~ A ° . 
Theorem 4.1 is an immediate consequence of Lemma 4.4. 
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§ 5. When a = a*  
The proof of  Theorem 4.1 is now completed under the assumption 
First suppose there is no largest ~-cardinal, Then a is the limit of  re- 
gular tx-cardinals, We now proceed as we did in Section 4 when a* was 
the limit of  regular t~-cardinais. Let t : a ~ a be an ~-recursive function 
that enumerates every ordinal less than a unboundedly often. 
Stage o. If to = 2e (respectively 2e + I), proceed as in Section 4 when 
o = a*" ta + 2e (respectively a* .  ts + 2e + 1 ), 
The proofs of 4,2, 4,3 and 4.4 remain valid: 4.2 and 4,4 needed no 
assumption on a*; 4,3 did not require that a* be less than a, only that 
a* be a regular a-cardinal or the limit of  regular a-cardinals. 
Now suppose for the remainder of this section that there is a l~rgest 
a-cardinal, call it S. Let 
S={/31~ <f l<t~ & ~is~-stable},  
and let )t be the ordertype of  S. Arrange S as fl0 < fll < "- < fl~ < "- 
.., (/~ < X). Let K t be the e-finite function from ~ onto fit of  least pos- 
sible canonical index (cf. Section !). Define 
k(~.  ~j + 3,) = Kt(~') 
for all/~ < ), and 3  `< S. Thus k is a function from ~.  ;k onto a. Note 
that k cannot be a-recursive if ;k < a. k will be the source of a strange 
wellordering of priorities of length ~.  )~, as predicted in Section 3, It 
will be seen that the set of stages at which requirement e (e < ~" ~ and 
1~ < ~) is i1~jured is bounded by fit' 
From now on let e be a variable that ranges over the ordinals less 
than ~ • ),, 
It will be shown in a moment hat k is a ~ 2 function, i,e. its graph 
has a 2; 2 definition over (with parameters in) La, The strength of k is 
its tameness (as the Good Book predicts), a term st, ggested by M. Let- 
man [ 151, Not every 2; 2 function is tame. Let] be any function from 
~" ~ onto a. It is not hard to see that / is ~2 if and only if there is an 
~-recursive j(o, e) such that 
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(e)(Er)(o)o> ~ [/(o, e) =/e l  . 
] is said to be tame ~;2 if there is an a-recursive j (o, e) such that for 
each p < ~ - ~, 
(Er)(e)e<p (a)a~ r [j(o, e) =/e l  • 
Lemma 5.1. k is tame Y~ 2. 
Proof. Let S ° be {/31 ~ </3 < o & fl is o-stable}. Arrange S ° as 
/T O < fl~ < ... < fl~ < ... (~ < ~'  ), where ~' is the ordertype cf S ° . Let 
fl~ = o when ;~ <- ~ < X. Let K~ be the a-finit~ function fr~:m ~ onto 
fl~ of least possible canonical index. Define 
k(o, ~-  ~ + 3") = K~(3') 
for all ~j < X and 3' < ~. 
Assume o :2_ fl~ to see that/3~ =/3, for all 8 < ~. Clearly fls is o-st,~ble, 
since fin < o < a and ~6 is a-stable. It follows that B~ <- fl,. But the1~/~ 
is a-stable, because fl~ is ~, -stable (or is/~6 ) and #6 is a-stable. 
; ~" n >/3~, then K~ = K~ since/3~ =/~ and ~ < B~. Note that the a- 
stability of ~+l  pu.*¢ th= canonical index of K~ below/3~+ l . (This last 
point is a consequence of the fact that the a-recursive assignment of 
canonical indices is defined without any infinite parameters.) Thus 
k(o, ~ .  ~ + 3") = k (~.  ~ + 3') for all o > 3~. 
Now a-recursive functions A o B o ' f (a ,  e) and g(o, e) are de fined as 
in Section 4. Let t : a ~ ,~" ~, be an a-recursive function that enumerates 
every e < ~.  ~k unboundedly often. 
Case O. to = 2e. Let e* be of  tile form ~./ j*  + 3'* (~* < X and 3'* < ~). 
If fl~ = fl~e = sup {~. ~ < o~, set I(o, e*)=f~< o, e*). If ~ ,  ~ ~e,  
choose f (o,  e*) > o +f (< o, e*) and in accord with the witness thnc- 
tion proviso (WFP) of Section 4. Set B a = B <°. 
! f f (o ,  e) ~ A <° and 
Ik(o, e) l f f  (f(o, c)) -- I ,  
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then set 
A ~ = A <° u {f(o, e)} 
g(o ,e ' )=g(<o,e ' )  for e '<e,  
and choose g(o, e') (e <_ e' < ~.  ;k) so that g(o, e') > o + g(< a, e') and 
the witness function proviso (WFP) for g is met. 
Case 1. to = 2e + 1. Let e* be of the form t~. ~* + 3'* (~* < ~, and 
3"* < S). If/3~. =~2,  setg(o, e") =g(< o, e*). lf/3~. 4: tip,o, choose 
g(e, e*) > o + g(< a, e*} and in accord with the witness function pro- 
viso. Set A ° = A <°. 
If g(a, e} ~ B <° and 
[k(o, e)1.40 o (g(o,e)) = 1 , 
then set 
B ° = B <° U {g(a, e)} 
f(a,  e') = f (< a, e') for e' <_ e ,  
,,tad choose f (o,  e') (e < e' < ~. ),) so that f (a,  e') ~ o and the witness 
function proviso for f is met. 
Now define the injury sets: 
12c={o l ta=2e&A ~ cA  <~} 
12,+1 ={ol to  =2e+l&B ~'¢B <°} . 
Lemma 5.2. I f  ~ < ;~, then 
U {l~,t+~13, < ~} C/~+1 • 
Proof. By induction on ~. Fix ~ and assume U {Ivl v < S. ~} c/3~. 
Clearly ~ is the largest 3t.+ l -cardinal, since ~, i  is a-stable. Fix 3' < 
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and assume for each 6 < % Is.~+6\/~ ~ is a/]~+1-finite s t whose ~t+l" 
cardinality is less than ~. As in the proof of 4,2, any two consecutive 
members of ls.~+v\(/~ + 1 ) are separated by some t7 E U {I v t~, < R-//+ 3'}. 
By the induction hypothesis on ~, e ~ U {Ivt v < ~. ~}. So 
o E U {I~.~+~\/3~ I 5 < 3'}. Thp existence of o is ferruled an interlacement. 
By induction on 3', { I~.~+, \/3~ I 6 < 3'} is a sequence of simultaneously 
/3~+ I -recursively enumerable sets. Assume b~ is regular. Then 2.3 implies 
U {Is.~+~\/~ I 5 < 3"} is #t+l -finite and its/3~+ 1 -cardinality is less than S. 
It follows from the interlacement described above that I~.~+~\/3~ is a 
/3~+~ -finite set whose ~+~ -cardinality is less than 8. 
It" ~ is not regular then it is the limit of regviar ~-cardinals. Let ~ be a 
regular a-cardinal below ~. Fix 3' < ~: and assume for each ~i < 3', 
I~.~+~\~ is a/3~+~-finite s t whese/3~+~-cardir ality is less than ~:. Then 
apply 2.3 as above. 
It follows from 5.1, 5.2 and the definition of f (o ,  e) that 
f(o, e) =f (< o, e) wheaever 0 > fit+l, where e = ~./~ + 3'. Define 
fe  = lira f (o ,  e) < a .  
c 
Define ge similarly. 
Lemma 5.3. For each e < a*: 
fe~A ~ (Eo) ( [ke l~ (J~) = 1) • 
ge ~ B *.--* (Ea) ( [ke l~ (re) = 1).  
Proof. Suppose fe ~ A. Let o be the first ~tage such that fe ~ A °. The 
witness function proviso (WFP) implies 
[k(e, o)1  (re)= 1 
Since f(r ,  6) = fe for all r >- o, it follows that ~ = ~ and k(e, o) = ke. 
Suppose for a reductio ad absurdum it is not the case that [kel~ (re)= 1. 
Then, as in 4.4, there is a r' > o such that g(r', e') is added to B <r' and 
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g( , e') < a. Now > e since f (o ,  e) = re. But then g(r ' ,  e') > a by 
def init ion of  g, since e' >- ¢. 
Now suppose (Ea) ( [ke]~ (re) = 1). Choose r large enough so that 
! ~ (.f(o, e}) = 1,  
f (a ,  e) = re, and k(a, e) = ke for all a >- r. Thea  for some o >_ ~', e.~ther 
fe ~ A <~ or case 0 applies andre  a A ° . 
Theorem 4.1 is an immediate consequence of  Lemma 5.3. 
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§6. Hyperregularity 
G. Kreisel, a hard man to satisfy, pointed out that Theorem 4.1 is 
not a totally satiffying eneralization of the Friedberg-Muchnik solu- 
tion of Post's problem because <-wa (weakly a-recursive in) is only one 
of several possibIe generalizations of Turing reducibility. So in this sec- 
tion we develop what appears to be the strongest possible incomparabi- 
lity result (Theo:em 6.2) for a-recursively enumerable sets. 
I fB c a, then the diagram of B, denoted by ~e, is 
{g_(_~) = OI 3, E B} U {g_(_~) -- _ll ? ~ B} . 
If E is a finite set of equat.lons whose parameters are ordinals less than c~ 
(i.e. E c 6~), then S g'e is the set of all equations in 6~ deducible from 
E u zx e in any number of steps. A partial function fc  ~ x (~ is a-calcu- 
lable (<-c~) from B if for some E, 
for all ?, 8 < a. A <-c~ B if tile representing function of A is a-calculable 
from B. Clearly A <-w~ B implies A <--c~ B, but uot conversely. Tile dif- 
ference is clarified by the next lemma. 
R E'B is the set of all equations in S E'~' whose computatioJl trees are 
a-finite, f is a-finitely calculable from B if for some E, 
f (?)  = 6 "-+ f(3') =5_~ R g.e for all ?, 8 < a. 
Lemma 6.1. f <-w ~ B i f  and only (f j ' is a4btitely calculable from B. 
Proof. Same as that of [ ! 2]. 
Kreisel has proposed a model theoretic notion of reducibility based 
on that of invariant implicit definability (cf. Kunen [ 16] for the defini- 
tion); by Barwise completeness the notion coincides with <--ca when a is 
countable but rarely other-wise. Consequently Theorem 6,2 satisfies 
Kreisel when a is coup.table but rarely otherwise. 
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Theorem 6.2. Suppose ~ is Z 1 admissible. Then there exist a-recursively 
enumerable sets A and B such that A ~c~ B and B ~c~ A. 
A relatively simple case of 6.2, ~ = to oh' , was proved in [ 171. There 
as here the key notion is hyperregularity. B c t~ is h)perregular if f[3'] 
is bounded whenever 3,c domain f ,  f<-wa B and 3' < a. B is regular if 
B n 7 is t~-finite lbr every. 3' < ~. 
Lemma 6.3 ([ 121, [ 171 ). B is regular and hyperregTdar if and only if all 
computations from B are a-finite (i. e, S E'B = R ~;t~ ]'or all finite E C 6 ~ ). 
Lemma 6.4 ([ 12 ], [ 17 ! ). I f  B is ~-recursh,ely enumerable and hyper- 
regu;ar, then B is regular. 
It follows from 6, 1,6.3 and 6.4 that one way of  proving 6.2 is to 
find hyperregular, a-recursively enumerable A and B such that A "/~w~ B
and B ~w~ A. The l~cxt iemma implies there is no oilier way. 
Lemma 6.5. l f  B is c~-recursively enumerable but not hyperregular, then 
every ~-recursivety enumerable set is ~-ca/cutable from B. 
Proof. Similar to that o f  Spector's classical result that every HI subset 
of w is hyperarithmetic in every nonhyperarithmetic Ill subset of  6o. 
Since B is not hyperregular, there is anf<-w~ B and a 3' < a such that 
3' c domain fand  f[3'] is not bounded below a. Let g be an a-recursive 
function whose range is A. Thus 
8 E A 0-~ (E~)a< ~ [g~ = 81 
But then 
8 E A ~ (Ep)~<,r  (E~)a</-  ~ [g~6 = 81 . 
The last formula implies each membership fact about A can be calculated 
from f ,  hence R by a computation of he is t  at most a + 1. 
In order to prove 6.2, something a shade stronger will be proved. 
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Theorem 6.6. 1f ~ is ~'1 admissible, then there exist ~-recursively enu- 
merable sets A and B such that A ~w~ B, B ~wa and 
C={2v lv~A} u {2v+ f ly ,B}  
is hyperregular. 
The proof of 6.6 resembles that of  4.1 save tbr some additionai pre- 
servation requirements designed to make C hyperregular. Since the pre- 
servation requiremants of 4.1 were met by increasing the values o; the 
witness funct ionsf(o,  e) and g(o, e) at approl~riate o's, the additional 
requirements will be met by increasing them still further. An auxiliary 
function p(a, e) will embody the additional ~quirements. f (<  o, e) and 
g(< o, e) must now satisfy: 
f (<o,  e)~> p(o, e) + lira f ( r ,  e) if lim f(r, e) ~ ,4 <~' 
r<o r<a 
g(< a, e) >i p(o, e) + lim g(r, e) if lira g(r, e) ~ B <~' .
r< a r< a 
Essentially p(a, e) is the supremum of all ordinals mentioned in certain 
computations worthy t~f preservation at stage o. The definition of 
p(a, e) splits into f~ve cases, the first two being the most instructive. 
Case 1. a* < t~ and a* is a regular cardinal, e ranges over the ordinals 
less than a. Define 
C <°={2v l rEA  <°} o {2v+ l l v~B <°} 
y(o, % e) = #rr< o ({e}r c<° (3') is defined) 
re(a, e) = ,uTv<¢~. (y(a, T. e) = a) 
p(o, e) = sup {y(a, T. e')l e' <_ e & ? < re(o, e')} . 
The usual convention for the bounded least number operator is obser- 
ved: if ~ (Er)r< ~ ,.., then/~¢r< o ... is equal to o. Thusy(o,  T, e) = o if 
and only if {e}rc'~°(3') is undefined for "all r < o. The value o fp(a ,  e) has 
been chosen with an eye to preserving {e}C(3") (3' < a*) as it develops 
and thereby forcing it to be an a-finite partial function, 
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Define f (< o, e) and g(< tr, e) in accord with the inequalities preceding 
case i if they apply, otherwise as in Section 4. Then define A" ; B ° , 
f (o,  e) and g(o, e) as in Section 4. Do not forget to honor the witness 
function proviso (WFP}. 
/.~ and i2~+1 have the same meaning they did in Section 4. So the 
proofs of  4,2 and 4.3 lx~main valid. Thus U {Ip I p < v} is a-finite for 
each/~ < o~*. But now a further argument is needed to show lira f(o, e) 
o 
exists and is less than oe. 
Lemma 6.7. Suppose LI {1,,I/) < 2e} c u attd 3" < re(o, e). Then for all 
r >- o: y(o, 3", e) :: )'(r, 7, e) and 3" < re(r, e). 
Proof. Fix r ~ o. 1?he only way ),(r, 7, e) can fail to be y(a, % e) is if 
some ordinal ess than y(a, 3', e) is added to C at stage r. But any such 
ordinal is of the fonn 2f(;', e*) or ~e(r, e*) + 1 for some e* ->- e, hence 
p(o, e*) ~ y(o, 3', e). 
Lemma 6.8. For each ~ < a *, 
{y(a,3",e') lo<c~ & e '<e & 3"<m(o,e ' )} 
is ~-fitlite. 
Proof. Fix e < e*, By 6.7 theIe is a o 0 such that re(o, e') is (for ;each 
e' < e) a nondecreasing function of o for ~,11 u >- u o . Let 
me' = lira re(o, e'). Clearly me' <_ ~*. By 2.1 {e' < et me' = oe*} isoe- 
finite, a~~d so {e' < el me' < o~*} is oe-finite. Now apply 2.3 and remem- 
ber that a* is (by assumplion) a regular ce-cardinal to see that the partial 
function 
{C me', e' ~1 e' < e} 
is a-finite. Then 6.8 follows from 6.7. 
Tile existence of  lira f (o,  e) (= fe < oe) is a consequence of 6.8 and the 
a-finiteness of  IJ {Ia, I°~, < 2e}. Similarly lira g(o, e) (= ge < oe) exists. 
l 'hen as in 4.4, A and B are a-recursively ~numerable s ts such that 
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neither is weakly a-recursive in the other. It remains only to see that C 
is hyperregular. 
Lemma 6.9. C is hyperregular. 
Proof. Suppose {e}C(7) is defined for all ~, < a*. By 6.7 and 6.8 
{e}C°(~ ') = {e}C(7) for all 3, < t~* and all sufficiently large a. Consequen- 
tly {{e}C(~,)l 1,< ~*} is bounded. 
Case 2. a* < ~ and a* is not a regtflar a-cardinal. Same as case 1 save 
that the definition of re(o, e) now reads: 
re(o, e) = (/~3')~<~(y(tr. 3", e) = o) 
Thus the value of {e}C(~) is preserved for "t < e instead of  3' < a *. Tile 
proof of  6.7 remains valid. The proof of 6.8 can no longer apply 2.3, 
but all is well by 2.1 since me' <_ e'. 
The proof of hyperregularity of  C undergoes a slight change. Suppose 
{e}c(3,) is defined for all 3' < a* and {{e}C(3,)l ~, < a*} is unbounded. 
Let p be a regular a-cardinal less than c~*. There is an ea ->-/9 such that 
{e}C(3,) = {%} c(~/) for all ~¢ < p. Tile construction of  c~se 2 tends to 
preserve {%} c(3') for all 3' < ep, hence the argument of 6.9 shows 
{(3', {e}C(7))l 7 < P} i~ an a-finite partial function equal to 
{<3', {e}c°(3")>l < p} 
for all sufficiently large a. By 2.2 (2), there is an a-finite sequence 
{p~ 1 5 < 50} (5 o < a*) of regular a-cardinals whose limit is ~*. For 
each 5 < 50 let h5 be the least o such that for all r >_ e, 
= 
for all 3' < P~. Clearly h ~-w~ C. 
The argument of 6.9 shows tile range of h restricteo to 5 0 is bounded, 
It follows that tile range of {e} c restricted to a* is bo~mded. 
Case 3. a* = c~, there is a largest a-cardinal ~, and ~ is regular, e ran- 
ges over the ordinals less than ~ - ;L where ,~ is the ordertype of  the set 
of e-stable ord!nals beyond ~. Define k(o. e) as in Section 5. Let 
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C<o , 
y(o, 3", e) = tart< o ([k(o, e)]~ (3') is defined), 
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re(o, e) = ta'r~< s (y(o ,  3", e) = o) .  
The proof of 5.2 remains valid. The statement of 6,7 i~ 'altered some- 
what sinc: :"  , % e) may change when ~ increases because of  a change 
in k(o, e). h~. )he statement of 6.8, "a-finite" is replaced by "'/3~+ l -finite" 
where e = N ' ~ + 8 for some 8 < ~. In short the argument of  case 3 pa- 
rallels that t i" case 1 with fl,~+l co~esponding to a, and N to a*, ~]le pa- 
rallel bein7 sound by virtue of  the a-stability Of fl~+ 1" 
Case 4. a* = a, there is a largest a-cardinal S, and b~ is not regular. 
Define.rio, % e) as in cas~ 3. but set 
re(o, e) =/ay>,<~ (y(o, 3", e) = o) ,  
where e = b~, ~ + 8, 8 < ,~, ~ < k and X is defined as in case 3. Proceed as 
in Section 5 and in case 2 to show all the functions of interest associated 
with e converge below fl~+ 1. Then proceed as in case 2 to show C is 
hyperregular. 
Case 5. There is no largest a-cardinal. Define y(o, 3', e) and re(o, ~) as 
in case 2. (e now ranges over all the ordinals less than a.) Proceed as in 
Section 5 when there was no largest a-cardinal. The arguments of  case 2 
still work since a is the limit of  regular a-cardinals. 
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§ 7. Open questions 
1. o~ denotes a 2; l -admissible ordinal. Do there exist (asks Kreisel) 
semi-invariantly implicitly definable subsets o f  e such that neither is in- 
variantly implicitly definable from the other? (See [ 161 for the neces- 
sary definitions.) The answer is yes when ~ is countable, thanks to 
Theorem 6.2. 
2. Suppose A is a non-a-recursive, regular, c~-recursively enumerable 
set. Do there exist disjoint a-recursively enumerable sets B and C such 
that A = B u C, B ~w~ C and C ~w, B? The answer is yes when ,~* = to. 
3, Do there exist finite G6del numbers mar  d n such that for all a, 
R m and R n are a-recursively enumerable sets whose ,:~-degree.q al'e ill- 
con-,parable? The arguments of Sections 4 and 5 fi~il to produce such an 
m a~ad n, because of tile nonconstructive split into cases therein. An af- 
firmative answer is likely. 
4. Does there exist a generalization of tile infinite injury method 
([ 10, p. 86]) to every Z 1 admissible a powerful enough to show the 
a-recursively enumerable degrees are dense? It is likely that a powerful 
generalization exists for every" Z z admissible a. 
5+ It is obvious that Sections 4 and 5 can be adapted to show: for 
each n and each Z n admissible a, there exist two Z,  subsets ofc~ such 
that neither is ~ in the other (over L,~ ~}'? 
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